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T his is the sea-
son for grad-

uation, in March
or May or June.
Graduation attire
the world over is

the familiar medieval European robes,1

doffed with mortar boards2 or soft, flat
hats. Presumably the robes are a reference
to 14th and 15th century universities in
Italy and France. By wearing such garb, we
remind ourselves and those watching the
ceremony that ours is a long tradition.

What should business attire remind us
of? In the Western world, business attire is
military.3 The tailored men’s suit derives
from the linen padding worn under a
European knight’s armor. Coats unbutton
on the left, the better for a (right-handed)
man to draw one’s sword or pistol.

Overcoats are more overtly military,
especially the trench coat. Even the 
name refers to the trench warfare of
World War I. Modern trench coats, with
their epaulets, removable linings, and
large pockets, are copies of the coats
worn by British officers in Flanders.
Incidentally, the brass loops on the belts
are grenade hooks.

When summer comes, our warrior
might be wearing a blazer and khakis.
The blazer is named after the British Naval
ship, the H.M.S. Blazer, where the garb was
originally rolled out in the 1860s. Khakis
are a direct reference to the early 20th cen-
tury uniforms that British officers wore in
India (the word “khaki” means dust in
Hindi). The button-down “Oxford” shirt
and its close cousin the “Polo” shirt were
both invented for the game of polo, played
by British colonial officers in Manipur.

And what about those tortuous ties?
They were originally the “cravat,” a wider
version of the modern necktie, and named
after Croatian mercenaries who donned
them in battle on the fields of France.
They were often striped, with the colors
indicating the officer’s regiment. Now 
of course the colors may refer to one’s
alma mater.

This is the visual lexicon of power.
The more a person differs from the person
in power, the harder it is to bridge the

power gap. Therefore, when droves of
American women entered the workforce 
in the 1970s and 1980s, they slavishly imi-
tated men’s gray flannel business suits (and
yes, those awful ties).

Only gradually, as women have proven
their worth in business terms, has their
dress become more “feminine.” One can’t
take it too far, though. Anyone donning
flowery, flowing clothing relegates them-
selves to more traditional women’s work
(read: low-paying): clerical duties or an
appointment in the English department.

While we’re poking fun, we cannot pass
up the image of the stereotypical professor
embraced so tightly by Hollywood. He 
is a disheveled man in a tweed jacket,
with leather patches at the elbows. The
unkempt hair could refer to the iconic
Albert Einstein, or just of someone con-
centrating too hard and too long to groom
properly. The tweed jacket is British once
again, and the elbow patches are an affec-
tionate reminder of the poverty once expe-
rienced by scholars who begged for tuition
and certainly could not afford new jackets
to replace worn ones.

Please mind what you say to students
and subordinates. We communicate our
expectations clearly, if somewhat uncon-
sciously, to the world by our appearance
and actions. Students are highly impres-
sionable precisely because they are in a less
powerful position. In ways that are not
entirely self-aware, students imitate their
professors and subordinates imitate their
bosses to ingratiate themselves and to look
more like one of the powerful themselves.
And when they do eventually assume
power, may they invent their own future
rather than repeating the past.
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Imitating the Powerful
“Dress for success!” — Traditional
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